There are 7 different categories
of cards in the CHRISTMAS
ACTIVITY GAME.

i Find it i

(All Play)

It’s a race! Everyone hunts for the object
on the card. The first player to spot the
object calls it out and wins the card for
their team.

i Act it i

Plays just like charades. Standard
charades signals may be used. Visit
www.outsetmedia.com/charadessignals
for a list of common charades signals.

i Hum it i

Do your best to hum this Christmas
tune for everyone on your team to
guess!

i Draw it i

i List it i

Using a pencil and paper, the player
who selects this category draws the
word or phrase for teammates to guess.

The player who drew the card reads the
category heading aloud. Teammates
now shout out words associated with
the category, hoping to match the
words on the card.

i Describe it i

Describe the items on the card in any
order. Teammates guess what is being
described. The describer cannot use any
parts of the words on the card, or use
“rhymes with” or “sounds like” or “starts
with the letter_”.

i move it i

(All Play)

EVERYONE gets up and moving for this
category. Just follow the instructions
and have a blast!
i
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